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In this paper we have tackled the outstanding inventory planning problems over new product launching period in a more 
holistic manner by addressing first the definition of efficient business rules to effectively control and reduce the inventory risks 
followed by the rigorous explanations on the implementation guide on suggested inventory planning rules. It is not unusual for 
many companies in the consumer electronics market to make a great effort to reduce the time to launch a new product because 
the ability to bring out higher performing products in such a short time period greatly increases the probability for them to 
remain competitive in the high tech market. Among so many newly developed products, those products with new features and 
technologies appeal to many potential customers while products which fail to win customers by design and prices rapidly disappear 
in the market. To adapt to this business environment, those companies have been trying to find the answer to minimize the 
inventory of old products so they can move to next generation products quickly with less obsolete material . In the experimental 
implementation of our rule-based inventory planning, Company ‘S’ reduced the inventory cost for the outgoing products as low 
as 49% of its peak level of its preceding product version in just 5 month after the adoption of rule-based inventory planning 
process and system. This paper concluded the subject with a suggestion that the best performance of rule-based inventory planning 
is guaranteed not from one-time campaign of process improvement along with system development but the decision maker’s 
continuing support and attention even without seeing any upcoming business crisis.
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1. Introduction1)

The poor accuracy of the demand forecasts during the pe-
riod of the product transition can create an extra chance of 
having obsolete product inventory [12]. Presence of obsolete 
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product inventory aggravates the company’s cash flow, re-
duces the profit margins from sales at overly discounted pri-
ces, and results in reduced market share in the future caused 
by the elongated product sales period.

Even, APS (Advanced Planning and Scheduling), an out-
standing SCM package solution, cannot be of much help in 
this kind of inventory problem. The main reason is that APS 
functions based on a stable demand and supply situation 
while the problem under consideration is dealing with highly 
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unstable demand and development delay during the product 
transition time. The production transition issues are regularly 
checked at the Sales & Operation Planning (S&OP) Meeting, 
which is a cross-functional decision making council consisted 
of sales, marketing, procurement and production people. For 
the best performance of S&OP, it is mandatory to have a 
concrete problem statement, the list of attendees, detailed 
schedule and object of the meeting and the presence of the 
management who has decision making authority [8]. The ef-
ficient management of S&OP is one of the key factors to 
the success of rule-based inventory planning over the new 
product launching period. This paper, first reviews a few is-
sues and related causes in the new product launching period; 
second, a brief introduction on the rule-based inventory plan-
ning follows describing it as the solution to minimize the 
‘both old & new products’ Inventory at the same time; and 
finally, we present the implementation steps of the rule-based 
inventory planning by using a case study. In our research, 
rule-based inventory planning in new product launching period 
represents both an integrated planning process and its moni-
toring system while the traditional approach separates End-
Of-Life (EOL) process from New-Product-Launch (NPL) pro-
cess. 

2. Literature Review

There are numerous research articles on single-product in-
ventory planning problems. Among many interesting topics 
Goyal and Giri [4] surveyed the topic of the last time buy 
(LTB) which is related to decision making on when to dis-
continue their sales of the old fashioned product. An in-
ventory planning problem for inter-generational product tran-
sitions when there is no replenishment opportunity during 
the transition period was investigated to show that the opti-
mal substitution decision is a time-varying threshold policy 
[7]. Song and Zipkin [14] modeled the demand process as 
a Markov Chain with alternating between high and low de-
mand states to examine an inventory control problem for a 
deteriorating demand situation. Unlike others, this paper 
tackled the outstanding inventory planning problems over 
new product launching period in a more holistic manner by 
addressing first the definition of efficient business rules to 
effectively control and reduce the inventory risks followed 
by the rigorous explanations on the implementation guide 
on suggested inventory planning rules.

There exist two categories of research on inventory plan-
ning problems for multi-generation products. The first group 
uses the well known classical problem setting, the news-
vendor model to derive the optimal inventory policy for each 
generation of products [1, 5, 10]. The second group of re-
search focuses on combining the newsvendor problem with 
the customers’ choice model to derive optimal order quanti-
ties [6, 9, 13]. Billington et al. [2] provide a comprehensive 
framework for product “rollover” strategies. They discuss 
both primary strategies for decision-making before the roll-
over process starts and contingency strategies that help a 
company Sdapt to additional market and product information 
as it becomes available. In the rule based inventory planning 
problem, we suggest easy to adopt business strategies to sys-
tematically reduce the excess and obsolete inventory holding 
risks for the period of new product launching. 

3. Two Issues in Inventory Planning 
upon New Product Launching

3.1 Excessive & Obsolete Products’ Inventories 

for Old version of Product

There exist great uncertainties in the demand forecast dur-
ing the products overlapping period. It is hard, upon in-
troduction of the new product, to predict whether the demand 
for the old product will make a transition to the new product 
or the demand for the new product won’t affect that of the 
old product. This inaccuracy of the demand forecast will get 
worse with B2B products as B2B supplier is positioned one 
step farther from the demand source than B2C supplier in 
the market [12]. The lead time for customized parts such 
as customer-programmed semi-conductors is around 12 weeks. 
Accurately predicting the demand of newly launched product 
12 weeks in advance is nearly impossible for the supplier. 
Even without close collaborative relationship with customers, 
the accuracy of the demand forecast deteriorates greatly [15]. 
In <Figure 1>, the company predicted optimistically to have 
decent demand for the old product B during February and 
March preparing the launching of new product C (note that 
product A belongs to same product group with product B, 
C but it does not affect the sales of product B, C after week 
15). However, the real demand for the old product B made 
a quick transition to the new product C and resulted in great 
E&O risk for the custom-made parts of the old product B. 
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<Figure 1> Example of E&O Risk Caused by Demand Drop

<Figure 2> The Vicious Cycle due to Inaccurate Forecast 

3.2 Loss of Sales Opportunity for New Product 

Without considering the ‘Cannibalization Effect’ between 
old and new product demands, the demand forecast has a 
chance to include doubly counted demands for both the old 
and new products. Usually, it is not an easy task to compute 
the exact demand which is directly affected by the new product 
demand among the total demand for the old product. Both 
the dynamic nature of market demand uncertainty and the 
overly preventive action for the product shortage will result 
in excess procurement for the required resources to produce 

products. As shown in <Figure 2>, the over-forecast causes 
extra procurement and increases the risk of E&O inventory. 
This forces a delay in the end of life for the old product, 
causing the loss of sales opportunity for the new product. 
In addition, the discounted sales for getting rid of the E&O 
Inventory will aggravate the profit margin. Sales of old products 
cause opportunity cost because the new product, in general, 
has a lower manufacturing cost than old one and a higher price 
[12]. Although not many companies could numerically eval-
uate the Cannibalization Effect, it is manifested that the costs 
from the opportunity loss reduce the Product Life-Cycle profit.  
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<Figure 3> Relationship between Rule-based Inventory Planning and SCM System Module

4. Implementing Rule-based Inventory 
Planning 

By defining an integrated process to combine the new pro-
duct launching process with the end-of-life process of the old 
product and by constructing a monitoring system for transi-
tion visibility, we can achieve the goal of rule-based inven-
tory planning: minimization of E&O Inventory risk and of 
sacrificed sales opportunity. Implementation of rule-based in-
ventory planning without both the process and the monitoring 
system can rarely have the desired effect. 

4.1 Defining the Rule-based Inventory Planning 

Implementation Project 

4.1.1 A Planning Module Integrated into SCM Planning System 

In general, it is possible to implement rule-based inventory 
planning without SCM system. But the rule-based inventory 
planning based on SCM system is more effective in the sense 
that it can predict the potential E&O Inventory costs asso-
ciated with the future production and procurement plan re-
sults. ERP is rather an information system for the execution 
purpose that takes inputs of various planning data such as 
sales planning, purchase planning, and production planning 
to evaluate the future E&O Inventory risk, but ERP is not as 
good as SCM system. Nonetheless, ERP is absolutely needed 
to get the current running data for products’ and materials’ 
inventories.

4.1.2 A process for Preventing E&O Inventory during Old 

& New Product Overlapping Period 

Many companies implement design review and end-of-life 
management processes. So what makes it so hard to solve 
the inventory problem during the production transition? The 
processes defined in the manual might be unrealistic to ob-
serve. But the fundamental cause for this problem is that 
we consider new product launching process and ending proc-
esses independently. In fact, these two processes are related 
indispensably and it is strongly recommended to develop a 
consolidated planning and execution for NPL and EOL. In-
troduction of the new product and ending the old product 
are major factors that play key roles in system development 
and SCM activities such as sales, purchase and production. 
A rule-based inventory planning process helps to plan con-
sidering both the new product launching and ending the old 
product in an integrated fashion. 

4.1.3 A System for Monitoring the Old & New Product 

Inventory Status

<Figure 3> illustrates the rough picture of the data inter-
face between the rule-based inventory planning and the SCM 
system module. Each box with the number 1 through 5 repre-
sents SCM system module such as Sales & Operation Plan-
ning, Demand Management, MRP Planning, Order Fulfill-
ment & Order Management and so on. Those arrows between 
boxes represent the directions of information flows. In partic-
ular, the execution information from the legacy system (ERP, 
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<Figure 4> Collaborative Decision Making Process

<Figure 5> Roles & Responsibilities of Parties of Rule-based Inventory Planning & S&OP Process

PDM) such as the inventory status, the product development 
schedule and the BOM information can be clearly moni-
tored using the web UI (User Interface). On one hand, the 
PDM (Product Development Management) is able to collect 
information on products or groups of products, from the 
product launching to the ending process. On the other hand, 
the rule-based inventory planning issue events are user-de-
fined to capture the alerts from the systems above men-
tioned. 

4.2 The Changes in Rule-based Inventory Planning 

4.2.1 Collaborative Decision Making Process 

The key success factor to the seamless rule-based inventory 
planning implementation is in the systematic adoption of 

S&OP. <Figure 4> and <Figure 5> illustrate collaborative 
activities of various parties in a company to successfully imple-
ment the rule-based inventory planning. Such activities include 
the planning processes for the new product launching and 
ending process, evaluating the transitions, discussing the lin-
gering issues and actions to be taken by function. A single 
functional department of a company cannot solve the product 
transition issues alone as they are cross-functional in nature. 
S&OP puts into place an effort to connect the scattered in-
formation among departments and along the information flows 
forwardly and backwardly. Usually, the operational cycle of 
S&OP is the same as that of APS, which is a week typically, 
but during the last week in each month, a special S&OP 
is preformed to evaluate the activities for the month and to 
set out a new plan for the following month. 
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Weekly S&OP is the council for sales/production/procure-
ment planning based on the execution output of APS system  
and checking for NPL/EOL is the major activity of weekly 
S&OP. Companies not operating S&OP council still can im-
plement rule-based inventory planning S&OP as a product 
transition management effort. In contrast to the weekly S&
OP consisting of operation-level persons in charge, high 
ranking personnel attend the monthly S&OP to check mid-/
long term product transition plan, to evaluate the perform-
ance of the monthly rule-based inventory planning activities, 
and to make final decisions. In this way, weekly and monthly 
S&OP are mutually supplementary and different in terms of 
the depth and width of concerning issues. 

4.2.2 Advance Planning of NPL and EOL 

One attribute of rule-based inventory planning that differ-
entiates it from both new product launching and old product 
ending process is ‘prior planning’ or ‘integrated planning.’ 
The life-cycle of a product as determined by exogenous fac-
tors such as sales decreases and customer requests may cause 
a longer overlap period between old product and new product 
due to the overly extended sales of the old products. This 
elongated sales overlap period makes the product manage-
ment extremely complicated, resulting in smaller procurement, 
a delay in the new product launching point due to the dis-
persed development resources, and the lack of concentration 
in sales with the increased product kinds. When it comes 
to the sales overlap period, shorter is always better. However, 
in reality, there always is a limit to how much a company 
can shorten the overlap due to the internal supply chain in-
flexibility and safety buffer for unsolicited demands. What-
ever the reason is, well-managed ‘speedy transition’ is a key 
to competitiveness enhancement in Total Cost of Ownership 
as it indispensably comes with lower inventory and supply 
chain agility. 

4.2.3 Roles and Responsibilities 

The seamless and efficient operation of S&OP strongly 
requires well-defined roles and responsibilities for the corre-
sponding parties. The rule-based inventory planning coor-
dinator who leads the rule-based inventory planning S&OP 
meeting (separately from or under extensive S&OP) and is 
responsible for the successful rule-based inventory planning 
operation has great impact on the rule-based inventory plan-
ning performance. The roles and responsibilities must be de-
fined for the all participating departments in detail so that 

each functional department can clearly understand the tasks 
they should take at each transition planning stage and take 
the full or shared responsibilities over the E&O inventory 
caused by their unsatisfied performance. Though roles and 
responsibilities are specifically defined for each function, 
most of the planning and executing actions come out through 
cross-function discussions. 

New product launch is often delayed by unexpected 
events during the product development phase. However, a 
launch delay after the new product materials were procured 
can cause not only the lost of sales but also excessive 
inventory. rule-based inventory planning itself can not fix 
the NPL delay directly. Nonetheless, it helps synchronize 
the time for required resources between the product launch-
ing plan and the actual implementation of the new product 
launch. The sharing of the product transition issues, such 
as delay in development and procurement, modification of 
BOM and fluctuating demand is realized with the rule-based 
inventory planning process. Through the cross-function 
rule-based inventory planning S&OP, development delay is 
continuously monitored and shared with supply chain func-
tions such as sales, procurement, and production. As a result, 
it helps reduce development delays caused by lack of check 
and balance. In other words, it reduces the lead time for 
related departments to know about the ‘delay information’ 
so that relevant departments can adjust their plans accor-
dingly.

When the demand for the old product rapidly goes down 
during the old and new product overlapping period, these 
products and their materials are at E&O risk. In high-tech 
industries, companies rush to bring out new higher perform-
ing products sooner; therefore, there is little room to adjust 
the launch time. They are in a hurry not to be behind in 
the race. Because of this, EOL management is getting more 
important. When a new product has a characteristic that 
makes it a substitute for an old one, the latter will eventually 
disappear in the market after the introduction of the new 
product. The important issue is to decide whether to drive 
down the demand for the old on purpose or just leave it 
to the market for natural extinction. For example, in the case 
of company S as shown in <Figure 6>, the optimal overlap 
period was agreed as six month among sales, procurement, 
production management departments. Thus, the six months 
after the introduction of new product is considered as an 
overlap time. This information is shared company-wide and 
with the customers as well.   
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<Figure 6> Rule-Based Inventory Planning of NPL and EOL

Based on the new product launch date, the EOL Guide 
is automatically set in the ‘PLC menu’ of rule-based in-
ventory planning UI built into the SCM system in this case 
of company S (manual setting is also possible and useful 
in some cases). Once the EOL Guide schedule is registered 
in the PLC menu, the Lock Down period-the minimum re-
quired time to freeze the demand and supply activities-is set 
to EOL-8 weeks automatically and the LTB (Last-Time Buy) 
Due is set at EOL-10 weeks. By LTB Due, all the final 
demand for the old must be gathered to calculate the final 
supply plan for EOL. Without ‘Lock Down’, the procurement 
department will continue to generate purchase orders based 
on the demand information, and materials purchased during 
this period may become E&O Inventory upon any demand 
variations in the same period. 

Some may argue that rule-based inventory planning Para-
meters, Lock Down as an example, are so strict that they 
can hardly reflect the sales dynamics of the real business 
world. This criticism is valid to some extent. In fact, the 
uncertain nature of real-world situations causes many un-
expected and difficult results. As an example, it’s possible 
to receive some demand from a customer after the LTB Due 
and it is difficult to turn down the important purchase orders. 
Another example is when the E&O Inventory estimate in-
dicates a warning on high inventory after EOL. Under these 
situations, a new EOL date can first be discussed and agreed 
at the operational level in the S&OP meeting, then submitted 
to the management in charge for approval in prior to a release 
of new EOL date. The final decision on the postponement 
of EOL should not come from a single department or from 
the operational level agreement because of its potential effect 
on the company-wide business operation. The direct impact 
of EOL schedule changes on the business performance re-
quires discussions through S&OP meetings [11].

4.2.4 Monitoring Old & New Products Inventory Planning Status 

The Old & New product inventory status visibility can 
be obtained through both the system and the S&OP meeting. 
Through the meeting, personnel from various functional de-
partments gather and through the rule-based inventory plan-
ning monitoring system, they are able to discuss the out-
standing issues based on the information captured in the sys-
tem in real time. In this way, all S&OP attendees can share 
the same data for discussion and this brings great efficiency 
to the S&OP meeting (In this case, company ‘S’ designed 
the rule-based inventory planning UI in three categories: 
Monitoring, Analysis and Master Data. The company saved 
time and effort in detecting various product transition prob-
lems with the predefined ‘Transition Alerts’ on demand var-
iation, E&O Inventory risk, NPL delay).   

5. Benefits of Rule-based Inventory Planning 

The biggest benefit of rule-based inventory planning is 
the minimization of E&O Inventory cost realized with ad-
vanced planning and rule-based execution regarding NPL 
and EOL. NPL and EOL are not independent events but the 
inter-dependent; therefore, they should be put on the same 
product transition horizon for integrated planning. Our 
Rule-based inventory planning will provide an effective man-
agement tool to maintain the lowest optimal inventories in 
product transition.

5.1 Optimized New Product Launch

In general, we use the ‘optimal’ launching time to mean 
‘fast’ one. For the companies manufacturing high-tech pro-
ducts, faster NPL is critical than other industries to stay 
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competitive. Postponement of NPL could also be considered 
to maximize the product life-cycle profits. However, in this 
paper we focus on the ‘delay’ of the NPL which is the most 
common phenomenon in the market.  

Regarding rule-based inventory planning, some companies 
might ask questions like “Why the product launch is always 
delayed?” or “Can we prevent this in the context of supply 
chain management?” These are very legitimate questions as 
they seek an answer from the correlation between product 
development and demand-supply oriented supply chain pro-
cesses. Sometimes, SCM detects changes brought on by de-
velopment problems but they easily give up bringing up the 
issue believing that product development is beyond the con-
trol of the supply chain departments.

In the case of company S, the workers were reluctant to 
provide the product development information to other depart-
ments in excuse of security even though it is for optimizing 
supply chain operation. This lack of participation by the pro-
duct development function may not be justified in light of  
the fact that inaccurate development schedule and BOM data 
are the main causes for the shrunk margin due to the new 
product launch delay and elongated sales of old products. 

The conspicuous effect of rule-based inventory planning 
is found in two areas : The real time visibility on product 
development issues (e.g., development delay, BOM mod-
ification) and the R&D and SCM collaboration through the 
S&OP meeting for sharing and discussing the product tran-
sition issues. Under the new role defined in rule-based in-
ventory planning, the product development department par-
ticipates in the S&OP meeting. In the meeting, the develop-
ment issues related to schedule and BOM are shared with 
SCM departments. Also, the information is regularly (e.g., 
weekly) updated in the rule-based inventory planning UI for 
official release. With the more accurate development sched-
ule and BOM data, SCM departments can set out a more 
accurate and timely plan for procurement, pilot manufactur-
ing, and marketing, which helps reduce the demand-supply 
unbalance inefficiency 

5.2 Minimized E&O Inventory 

The primary goal of rule-based inventory planning is to 
minimize the E&O inventory costs in product transition. The 
E&O inventory risk for a typical manufacturing company 
can easily exceed millions of dollars, and increases accord-
ingly to the sales volume. The E&O Inventory aggravates 

the cash flow of the enterprise, reduces the profit of the out-
going products sold at discount prices, and delays the new 
product introduction. In this process, E&O Inventory in-
evitably creates the vicious cycle of then-margined slow 
business performance. Many companies are aware of the 
negative impact of the E&O inventory and try to prevent 
it from happening with supply chain planning and execution. 

There is a phenomenon commonly seen in high-tech prod-
ucts manufacturers: the rapid drop of the prices of final prod-
ucts and raw materials. At the early stage of the new product 
introduction, the price is usually high but it goes down rap-
idly as other companies jump into the market with similar 
products causing severe competitions. In this environment 
where opportunities and risks coexist, keeping higher in-
ventory level will eventually result in higher cost structure 
compared to lean competitors. It is not rare to observe a 
price drop of 20 to 30 percent per year for some electronics 
components. 

It requires a considerable amount of time and effort to 
reduce as low as 7 day inventory throughout the logistics 
channels within the organization. On the contrary, adding 
extra 7 days of inventory neither surprises us nor takes a 
long time. Companies having no rule-based inventory plan-
ning process or lacking the close collaboration between the 
functions in their organization are easily exposed to the risk 
of having E&O Inventory. The demand forecast of sales of-
ten turns out to be exaggerated and it also causes extra pur-
chase of raw materials by the procurement person who is 
under great pressure to never cause the production line to 
stop. The longer the purchase lead time is, the higher the 
probability of keeping buffer. Also, a volume discount makes 
the problem worse. Any company lacking accuracy and visi-
bility on outgoing products and the associate materials is at 
the risk of having E&O inventory, which makes the firm 
heavier and slower, the opposite direction of competitiveness 
enhancement: lean and agile. 

6. Conclusion

Company ‘S’ in the experiment reduced the inventory cost 
for the outgoing products as low as 49% of its peak level 
of its preceding product version in just 5 month after the 
adoption of rule-based inventory planning process and sys-
tem. Like Company ‘S’ example, the effect of rule-based 
inventory planning can be quantified in most of cases.  
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Frequent meetings after detecting the increased E&O in-
ventory can also reduce the E&O Inventory but these post-in-
cident efforts do not last long because of no changes in busi-
ness processes and supporting IT systems etc. It is also like 
to compare the temporary effect of sales boost through a 
promotion with the improved profit margins through reduced 
production costs and fundamental improvement in SCM 
practices. Rule-based inventory planning is not a whimsy 
campaign on inventory reduction, but a dimension of a con-
tinuous improvement on SCM. In the example, the company 
consolidated NPL and EOL schedule, built a system that real-
izes transition visibility and early warning, and finally de-
fined a new roles and responsibilities. It might be true that 
astonishing inventory reduction is not of sole contribution 
of rule-based inventory planning but the involved people all 
agree that it would not have been possible without the adop-
tion of rule-based inventory planning. 

Before introduction of rule-based inventory planning, the 
work process of product transition such as new product de-
velopment, end-of-life and engineering change management 
was separately described in documents and considered sepa-
rate event as well. For example, an EOL qualification con-
dition includes ‘no product demand for at least 4 consecutive 
months’, ‘only upon customer request’. These are passive 
way of EOL execution and there is little for the company 
to manage. Under these EOL conditions, it is very unlikely 
to expect sales function would initiate a voluntary EOL in 
the face of lost sale and customer complaint. That is how 
sales personnel are motivated. Well aware of this inefficient 
EOL initiation practice, rule-based inventory planning con-
solidates NPL and EOL, therefore, it enlightens people to 
starts viewing NPL and EOL processes at the same time 
in one single product transition horizon and let them realize 
that executing NPL and EOL of the same product group is 
like a see-saw game; lift of one end means down of the 
other. This consolidate product transition planning process 
is the first approach to solve many entangled issues of 
Product with a holistic and dynamic viewpoint.

There are many documents inside of a firm that define 
the processes of product development and end-of-life and 
regulate the concerned activities. However, this kind of paper 
provisions do seldom govern the processes they should fol-
low at work because there are too many contents and too 
inflexible to apply to fast-changing and complex real busi-
ness matters. Therefore they might become a mere book of 
outdated, if not obsolete, guidelines people do not really care 

about unless a transitional problem occurred and they try 
to find some clauses with which they blame others. rule-
based inventory planning, in the case of company ‘S’, is built 
into its SCM system UI to provide precise product transition 
information such as development schedule, demand fluctua-
tion, material procurement status, estimated E&O Inventory, 
therefore, people can look up the transition information in 
the web-based SCM system. Most of Product Transition 
Issues can not be identified and solved by a single depart-
ment. Usually the departments that cause product transition 
events differ from the recipient one (e.g., When incorrect 
information about the development completion date results 
in misleading demand forecast and extra or shortage of the 
raw materials for production. The modification in sales fore-
cast for the product in EOL causes off the target from the 
E&O inventor). Although the product transition issues must 
be discussed cross-functionally such as in sales and operation 
meeting, a department with ownership and the person in 
charge of coordinating product transition discussions must 
be specifically selected. Continuous Monitoring of product 
transition followed by regular problem discussion for draw-
ing fast counter action is in the core of successful rule-based 
inventory planning [8].

In conclusion, we should note that the best performance 
of rule-based inventory planning is not guaranteed from 
one-time campaign of process improvement along with sys-
tem development. For the best performance, rule-based in-
ventory planning requires decision maker’s continuing sup-
port and attention even without seeing any upcoming busi-
ness crisis. It is necessary to make a habit the collaborative 
decision making process in form of S&OP. Revenue, profit, 
and market position are optimized only when the right prod-
ucts can be sold at the right time at the right price. The 
prevention of E&O inventory and the maximized product 
life-cycle profit from agile product transition will be a payoff 
for the efforts. 
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